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At the end of today’s session, we hope 
you will feel confidence to:

• Share experiences, perspectives, challenges, and successes through 
highlighting examples of equity related work as well as giving and 
receiving peer support

• Generate new and strengthen existing relationships across 
states/jurisdictions and between Title V staff and partners built on a 
commitment to support one another in a shared equity journey

• Celebrate accomplishments of MCH champions and inspire others to 
continue working on behalf of MCH populations and staff to improve 
health and wellness of those populations
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Outline
• Challenges
• Equity 
• Systems
• Change
• Unity 
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Title V  - has a great 
opportunity to Advance 

Equity in MCH

We’re on a journey 
and 

we know where we’re 
going

Healthy People 2030 
VISION

A society in which ALL  
people can achieve 

their full potential for 
health and well-being 

across the lifespan

What will this require?
• Taking time to get to know 

our communities
• Community engagement
• Time to build relationships
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Story –
Homeboys Industries 

(HB)

founded in 1988 by 
Jesuit priest –

Father Greg Bogle –

good heart 
BUT 

not a good businessman

Father never lost a 
minutes sleep over 

finances –
when times were bleak

Father prayed and 
somehow –

money usually flowed

But in 2012 –
things were really bad

Revenue $10.8 million 
BUT 

Expenses $15 million

In 2008
Tom  Vozzo –

executive VP Aramark

Great recession hit –
his challenge – on 

Christmas Eve
‘maintain profitability’

= many layoffs

2011 – after getting 
though the recession –
Vozzo  knew that it was 

time to leave

New job –
CEO 

Homeboy Industries 

where most people 
coming through the 

doors ‘have not had an 
easy go of things’
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Even though he knew a lot 
about ‘WHAT TO DO”

He didn’t not much about 
how  to do it

Father Bogle told him to 
“slow down and get involved 

and be part of the 
community” (get to know and 

care about your clients)

Every day they by begin with 
10 minutes of sharing and 

inspiration

“People don’t care how much 
you know 

until they know 
how much you care”

HB - creates space for 
everyone that walks through 

their doors

“What we’re about is helping 
people heal from their trauma 

so they become resilient 
enough to move into society 

and take on what society 
throws at them”

Quotes from Father Bogle
“We don’t hire homies to bake 

bread, 
we bake bread to hire homies”

“Nothing stops a bullet like a 
job” 

“Jobs not jail”

Current staff are often former 
gang members, court-

mandated trainees, etc.
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HB will celebrate 35th

anniversary next year

340 cities,
48 US states,
12 countries

From 2012 – 2019 HB 
revenues rose by 70% 

including $20 million from 
MacKenzie Scott

Lessons learned

The epidemic has defined 
equality –

the virus does not 
discriminate

THEN 

Why do we have disparities 
in COVID 

morbidity and mortality???

Its due in large part to the 
disparities in the 

SDOH –

Where ALL people are 
born, live, are educated, 

work, and play

=
The built environment –

I posit that
“healthy built 

environments produce 
healthy people”

And you say “ our domain 
is healthcare/services –

not schools, employment, 
parks, grocery stores, etc.
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The HB story ends with the following quote:
“There’s two Americas: The America that you and I 

live in, and the America that the poor live in, and the 
challenges are mighty” 

Vozzo says:
“For our society, where the poverty rate has been the 
same for 45 years, we need to do something 
different.”
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You might ask – ??

What’s the real problem?

Why do we keep spiraling down –

CAN’T WE STOP DIGGING???



Why do we need so much emphasis on ….???
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CAN WE SEE THE WATER WE’RE IN???

The first step in seeing the water is to illuminate the systemic 
forces at play
• Policies
• Practices
• Resource flows
• Relationships & connections
• Power dynamics

Mental models –
Habits of thought – deeply held beliefs and assumptions and 
taken-for-granted ways of operating that influence how we think, 
what we do and how we talk.

I add --- what we talk about ---
“How can programs shift power to communities and share 
ownership of equity work with them?”
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Mental models and social narratives are interdependent

Mental models and social narratives work in a bi-directional way.

Narratives are shaped by mental models, 

But 

narratives also, overtime, shape the mental models we have.”

Movements shift mental models

Movements like “mothers against drunk driving” have shifted the 
mental model by making a somewhat tolerated problem - unacceptable



Together we can 
make the needed 
impact
HBCUs, MSIs TCUs 
& PWIs -- all 
working together



Norms for Engaging in Conversations around Equity

• Take care of yourself.

• Engage with the language you know and in ways that feel authentic to you.

• Facilitators may offer language that creates a braver or more affirming 
environment.

• Consider impact over intention.

• Use “I” statements – speak from your own experiences, and not those of 
the group or anyone else.

• Get comfortable with being uncomfortable – that’s where the growth 
happens.

• Safety means and looks differently for everyone – commit to honoring and 
respecting these differences.

• Acknowledge where we are on our respective equity journeys even if it is 
not ultimately where we would like to be.

• If you are welcoming others to be open and honest about their 
experiences, check your defensiveness.

• If possible, we encourage you to come on camera but understand if you 
need to go off camera.







































MCHB Awards Ceremony
April 28, 2022

Maternal and Child Health Bureau (MCHB)



MCHB DIRECTOR’S AWARD 

The MCHB Director’s Award is 
presented in recognition of 

contributions made to the health of 
infants, mothers, children, adolescents, 

and children with special health care 
needs in the nation.
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MCHB DIRECTOR’S AWARD

20

Joia A. Crear-Perry
MD, FACOG



MCHB DIRECTOR’S AWARD
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Jonathan Webb
MPH, MBA 



TITLE V 
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

The Title V Lifetime Achievement 
Award is presented in recognition of 

a lifetime of contributions to the 
MCH population, public health, and 

the mission of Title V.
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TITLE V 
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
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Patricia Heu
MD, MPH



TITLE V 
LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
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Joan A. Scott
M.S, C.G.C



VINCE HUTCHINS 
PARTNERSHIP AWARD

In honor of Dr. Vince L. Hutchins, this 
award is presented in recognition of 
distinguished service to improve the 

health of MCH populations and to 
advance the Title V mission through 

partnerships and collaboration.
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VINCE HUTCHINS 
PARTNERSHIP AWARD

26

Karen Remley 
MD, MBA, MPH, FAAP



Connect with HRSA

Learn more about our agency at: 
www.HRSA.gov

Sign up for the HRSA eNews

FOLLOW US: 
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http://www.hrsa.gov/
https://facebook.com/HRSAgov/
https://twitter.com/hrsagov
https://www.instagram.com/hrsagov/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/us-government-department-of-health-&-human-services-hrsa/
https://www.youtube.com/user/HRSAtube


Before we begin our report out, please 
consider completing the brief, 9-question 
session evaluation:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZSZSN32

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ZSZSN32
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